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Today, people are very much aware and updated on what is trending? They want to trend anything that can attract attention or something that can create topic to talk about. Something that can encourage anyone to share or speak out their points of view, belief, and principles. Something that can invite people to discuss on something. In real-time, this is the reason why trends list designed to help people discover the most breaking news from across the world. This also captures the hottest emerging topics, not just what is most popular. So how about thinking at this for instance: Why not trends the threats.

As a teacher I have in mind that student is the core of our teaching-learning process. If that so, then the question is how far we exert effort on giving them the needs they ask, the care they look for, and the love they want? Who cares? Who dares? Who attempts? Is being a teacher ends only at the four corners of our room? Questions leading to invite every teacher to take a closer look on the place of our students who live near the shore. Is there anyone of us thinks that this might be a threat? A threat that might possibly risk their lives especially in times that typhoon signal would strike the place where they are living. Do we consider their safety? Have we imagined extending help? Or we just let them live their lives on their own? I appeal to everybody, to the person in authority; what should we do in times like this....???

Then, why not trends the threats.
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